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MAKE A DISASTER PLAN FOR YOUR PETS
HOW TO KEEP PETS SAFE IN NATURAL

DISASTERS AND EVERYDAY EMERGENCIES

Courtesy of The Humane Society of the United States

START GETTING READY NOW

ID your pet:
Make sure that cats and dogs are wearing
collars and identification tags that are up to
date. You'll increase your chances of being reunited with pets who get lost by having them
microchipped; make sure the microchip registration is in your name. But remember: The average citizen who finds your pet won't be able
to scan for a chip, but they will probably be
able to read a basic tag!
Put your cell phone number on your pet's
tag. It may also be a good idea to include the
phone number of a friend or relative outside
your immediate area—in case you have had to
evacuate.

The best way to keep your pets safe
during an emergency is to keep them
with you.
Photo by Chuck Cook/For The HSUS

waived in an emergency. Keep a list of animalfriendly places handy, and call ahead for a reservation as soon as you think you might have to
leave your home.
Make arrangements with friends or relatives. Ask people outside your immediate area if
they would be able to shelter you and your
pets—or just your pets—if necessary. If you
have more than one pet, you may need to arrange to house them at separate locations.

Put together your disaster kit
Use our checklist to assemble an emergency
kit for yourself and your pet.

Consider a kennel or veterinarian's office.
Make a list of boarding facilities and veterinary
offices that might be able to shelter animals in
disaster emergencies (make sure to include their
24-hour telephone numbers).

Find a safe place to stay ahead of time
Never assume that you will be allowed to bring
your pet to an emergency shelter. Before a
disaster hits, call your local office of
emergency management to see if you will
be allowed to evacuate with your pets and verify that there will be shelters in your area that
take people and their pets.

Check with your local animal shelter. Some
shelters may be able to provide foster care or
shelter for pets in an emergency. But keep in
mind that shelters have limited resources and
are likely to be stretched during a local emergency.

Contact hotels and motels outside your immediate area to find out if they accept pets.
Ask about any restrictions on number, size and
species. Inquire if a "no pet" policy would be

Plan for your pet in case you're not home
In case you're away during a disaster or evacuation order, make arrangements well in advance for someone you trust to take your
(continued on page 2. . .)

pets and meet you at a specified location. Be
sure the person is comfortable with your pets
and your pets are familiar with them. Give
your emergency caretaker a key to your home
and show them where your pets are likely to
be (especially if they hide when they're nervous) and where your disaster supplies are
kept.
If you have a pet-sitter, they may be able
to help. Discuss the possibility well in advance.

IF YOU EVACUATE, TAKE YOUR PET

Rule number one: If it isn't safe for you,
it isn't safe for your pets. You have no way
of knowing how long you'll be kept out of the
area, and you may not be able—or allowed—to
go back for your pets. Pets left behind in a disaster can easily be injured, lost or killed.
Pledge to take your pet with you when disaster strikes.
Rule number two: Evacuate early. Don't
wait for a mandatory evacuation order. Some
people who have waited to be evacuated by
emergency officials have been told to leave
their pets behind. The smell of smoke or the
sound of high winds or thunder may make
your pet more fearful and difficult to load into
a crate or carrier. Evacuating before conditions
become severe will keep everyone safer and
make the process less stressful.

IF YOU STAY HOME,

DO IT SAFELY

If your family and pets must wait out a storm
or other disaster at home, identify a safe area
of your home where you can all stay together.
Close off or eliminate unsafe nooks and
crannies where frightened cats may try to
hide. Move dangerous items such as tools
or toxic products that have been stored in the
area. Bring your pets indoors as soon as
local authorities say trouble is on the
way. Keep dogs on leashes and cats in carriers, and make sure they are wearing identification.

If you have a room you can designate as
a "safe room," put your emergency supplies in that room in advance, including
your pet's crate and supplies. Have any medications and a supply of pet food and water inside watertight containers, along with your
other emergency supplies. If there is an open
fireplace, vent, pet door or similar opening in
the house, close it off with plastic sheeting and
strong tape.
Listen to the radio periodically, and don't
come out until you know it's safe.

AFTER THE DISASTER

Your home may be a very different place after
the emergency is over, and it may be hard for
your pets to adjust.
Don't allow your pets to roam loose. Familiar landmarks and smells might be gone,
and your pet will probably be disoriented. Pets
can easily get lost in such situations.
While you assess the damage, keep dogs
on leashes and cats in carriers inside the
house. If your house is damaged, your pets
could escape.
Be patient with your pets after a disaster. Try to get them back into their normal
routines as soon as possible. Be ready for behavioral problems caused by the stress of the
situation. If these problems persist, or if your
pet seems to be having any health problems,
talk to your veterinarian.
If your community has been flooded,
check your home and yard for wild animals who may have sought refuge
there. Wildlife can pose a threat to you and
your pet. Check out our tips for humanely
evicting wildlife.

BE READY FOR

EVERYDAY EMERGENCIES

You can't get home to your pet
There may be times that you can't get home to
(continued on page 3 . . .)
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take care of your pets. Icy roads may trap you
at the office overnight, an accident may send
you to the hospital—things happen. But you
can make sure your pets get the care they
need by making arrangements now:
Find a trusted neighbor, friend or family
member and give him or her a key. Make
sure this backup caretaker is comfortable and
familiar with your pets (and vice versa).
Make sure your backup caretaker knows
your pets' feeding and medication schedule, whereabouts and habits.
If you use a pet-sitting service, find out
in advance if they will be able to help in
case of an emergency.

PILOTS TO THE RESCUE
Pilots to the Rescue recently contacted ARRF President
Bernice Friedman and she is now on their email list.
ARRF’s foster animals aren’t in danger of being euthanized, but we all know many shelters are crowded and
some animals aren’t being saved. Here is the mission of
Pilots to the Rescue:

The Mission

HEAT WAVE

High temperatures can be dangerous. Learn
more about hot weather safety for pets.
The electricity goes out
If you're forced to leave your home because
you've lost electricity, take your pets with you
to a pet-friendly hotel. If it's summer, even
just an hour or two in the sweltering heat can
be dangerous. If you stay at home during a
summer power outage, ask your local emergency management office if there are petfriendly cooling centers in the area.
If it's winter, don't be fooled by your pets' fur
coats; it isn't safe to leave them in an unheated house.

PLANS AREN'T JUST

If you haven’t heard of them or visited their website,
please do so. They do wonderful rescue work!

http://www.pilotstotherescue.org

FOR PETS

Disaster plans aren't only essential for the
safety of pets. If you're responsible for other
kinds of animals during natural disasters, disaster plans for feral or outdoor cats,
horses and animals on farms can be lifesavers.
For help identifying pet-friendly lodgings, check
out these websites:
Bringfido.com
Pets-allowed-hotels.com
Dogfriendly.com
Pet-friendly-hotels.net
Doginmysuitcase.com Tripswithpets.com
Petswelcome.com
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Pilots to the Rescue's mission is to save potential pets
facing imminent death utilizing an advanced rescue
flight system. Enrolling a network of trained pilots,
shelters, ground teams and veterinarians, PTTR gives
little souls filled with unconditional love a second
chance in a furever home.

ARRF MISSION STATEMENT
ARRF is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
working to assist the rescue community,
educate the public, and support low-cost spay/
neuter efforts. We do all we can to help end the
suffering of lost and/or
abandoned pets.
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NEW ARRF WEBSITE!
ARRF has a brand-new website that was just designed by
our able webmaster, Molly Taylor. Molly gave the site a
fresh new look, and added some new bells and whistles
that make it even more engaging. Be sure to check it out
soon!

ARRF’S WISH LIST
CAN YOU HELP?



ARRF

www.arrfsandiego.org











Volunteers to post adoption fliers -- your
neighborhood, your hours
Dog & Cat Foster Homes -- PLEASE consider
becoming a foster parent
Cat beds; cat toys
Transporters for trips during the week of foster animals
Advantage or Frontline medications
Donate Sensation harnesses
Nylon collars & leashes
Small/Medium Kong toys
Small & medium dog beds
Grant Writers
Make color copies (must have email access)

Contact Bernice to help
Email: resqpets08@cox.net
Phone: 619.589.9334

MAKING A DONATION TO ARRF
You can make a donation via
PayPal to ARRF from our new
website, and we also
accept checks! Please mail to:
ARRF
Attn: Craig Neilson
1611-A So. Melrose Dr. #5
Vista, CA 92081

Thank You!
ARRF’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Bernice Friedman ........... President
Craig Neilson .................. Vice President
Pam Mehler..................... Treasurer
Dana Mikel ...................... Secretary
Norm Friedman ............... Fundraiser
Dona Pearce ................... Editor

GOOD NEWS CORNER!

Thanks!
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ARRF Adoptions to
date (foster pets):
496 dogs, 29 cats
(& counting)!
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LETTERS & PICTURES FROM HAPPY ADOPTERS
REX, FRODO & CAYANNE (now JUNIPER):
We adopted Rex from ARRF in May, 2014. And now we have now
adopted our second and third ARRF dogs! Here are Rex (brindle),
Frodo (cream colored), and Juniper (formerly Cayanne, red colored).
Everybody got along right from the beginning. Six-month-old Juniper is
getting a little schooling from her big brothers, but she is also determined to keep them young and active! She seems to be working especially hard to impress Rex. Frodo is a sweet and gentle soul who has
some of the qualities we loved in our beloved Owen, who died in December. He has even adopted Owen's meditation spot in the backyard!
Sincerely,
Leslie Edwards & family

Frodo, in back, Rex on left, Juniper (formerly
Cayanne) on right.

Bengal Kitty on left, Eddie claiming his spot front
and center on his new forever mom’s lap, and Romeo, his Beagle brother.
EDDIE:
GIZMO & SIBLING CHAE:

Gizmo is awesome! He is so smart, and he just follows
Chaes's lead. They love to run around and chase each
other until they are tuckered out, as seen in this picture.
Nika

Eddie is doing great. It took him awhile to get used
to five people wanting to shower him with love. He's
also getting along beautifully with our pocket Beagle, Romeo and giant Bengal kitty. So far, we have
kept his name.
We are enjoying all of his silly little behaviors and
especially how affectionate he likes to be. We're
happy to have him!
Julie Grissom
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6 GOOD REASONS TO ADOPT AN OLDER OR SENIOR DOG
ByVicki Clinebell; dogtime.com
Shelters are full of older dogs hoping for a second chance at life. Many of these animals were once
owned and loved by someone, but for various reasons end up homeless. A lot of people think that if
they drop their older dog off at the shelter, it will get adopted and have a great life with someone
else. This just isn’t so. Many of these animals become depressed and are overlooked for younger,
cuter dogs. When most people think of bringing a dog into their family, they are thinking of a warm,
cuddly, tail wagging, wet-nosed puppy. While puppies are lovely, there are a lot of solid reasons for
considering adopting an older dog.
Senior dogs need homes just as badly as younger dogs, and make loving and loyal companions.
There are great reasons to consider an older animal when you’re ready to adopt.

Whisper, adopted from
Central at age 7

1. BE A HERO

By adopting an older dog, you are fighting for the value and beauty of life at all ages and stages. Shelters are frequently
overcrowded and older dogs are often among the first to be euthanized. By choosing an older animal you are truly saving a life. It’s heroic to see beauty and love where others often don’t even bother looking and give an older dog a second chance to live out the rest of his or her life with dignity and love.

2. OLDER DOGS ARE ALREADY TRAINED

Most older dogs have already mastered training basics. They know outdoors is for potty, and shoes are
for walking, not chewing. A senior dog has learned many of life’s lessons already, and they are quick to
understand what you’re asking from them. Older dogs, especially those who have once experienced love
and affection, will try to please you by being obedient and showing good house manners.

3. FEWER SURPRISES

Older dogs are a known commodity, easy to assess for size and temperament. You won’t be wondering
just exactly how big they’ll grow, and you’ll know who the dog is: aloof, friendly, or shy, so it’s easier to
decide how the senior you choose will fit into your family and your lifestyle.

Gertrude, an ARRF
foster adopted at
age 12

4. LESS DEMANDING

Don’t adopt a dog unless you’re prepared to give it love, attention, spend money and make some personal sacrifices. A
senior dog is often less demanding than a highly energetic, untrained puppy. While many older dogs still enjoy a brisk
daily walk, they’re also content to nap and to cuddle, and can fit into many households with ease. A senior dog won’t
run you ragged. Most grownup dogs don’t require the constant monitoring and ongoing training that puppies need, so
they’re a good choice for older people or busy families with young children.

5. INSTANT COMPANIONSHIP

Most senior dogs have already been socialized and learned what it takes to get along with humans, and often with other
pets. You can skip a lot of the training and socialization that puppies require and just get to the
cuddling. Older dogs know the routine, when you open the car door they jump right in. They know
what the word “walk” means or “treat” so you can have more meaningful interactions with your
older dog without years of training. The reward for spending time with your new senior companion
is the quick bond you create that builds a special future together.

6. OLD DOGS DO LEARN NEW TRICKS

Sherwin, an ARRF foster
adopted at age 5

Older dogs are eager to learn new tricks. That may go against what you’ve heard in the past, but
it’s true. Dogs can be trained at any age. A senior dog, given a new chance for a loving home, will
reward your care with unwavering devotion and do his best to please you which makes teaching new tricks pretty easy;
older dogs often make excellent therapy dogs.
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SENIORS AND SENIOR DOGS — THE PERFECT MATCH!
from http://www.sanctuaryforseniordogs.org

WHY SHOULD I ADOPT A SENIOR DOG?
Many people automatically think
of a puppy when they think of
adopting a dog. Puppies are
warm and cuddly, and everyone
wants to hold and pet them. But
puppies demand patience and
energy to help them become
wonderful family members and
companions. Older dogs, however, can be as cute and
lovable as puppies, and they often come with many wonderful qualities that puppies take years to grow into.

Maybe you are reluctant to adopt a senior dog because
you fear that your time with your new best friend will be
short, bringing that painful time of loss closer. But the
privilege of loving a senior dog makes every single day
special, as you and your companion share love, friendship,
and a special relationship that grows stronger with the
knowledge that you have given this fine old dog a second
chance at life. The love that grows from this knowledge is
stronger than the pain of eventual separation.
So spread the word! Adopting a senior dog is a wonderful
experience for you and your new dog. You will gain a
faithful companion. You will save a life. And don't forget,
senior dogs and senior people bring out the best in each
other. Old dogs make great friends!

REASONS TO ADOPT A SENIOR DOG


Senior dogs love to sleep and cuddle the day away. They enjoy a brisk daily walk, but the
best part of the day is the nap. They love for you to join them.



Senior dogs have a tremendous amount of love to give. When you rescue a senior dog,
you have a best friend for life.



Senior dogs reward your care with an unwavering devotion. Nothing matches the gratitude of a senior dog for his rescuer.



Senior dogs have learned many of life's lessons. They know, for example, that shoes are
for walking and bones are for chewing.



Senior dogs know that the great outdoors is for eliminating and the house is for relaxing.
Your carpet will last longer with a senior dog.



Senior dogs can learn new tricks and be valuable family and community members. They
make excellent therapy dogs.



Senior dogs often fit into your household with ease. They find the softest, warmest spot in
the house and claim it for their own, but they will share with you, too.



Senior dogs make excellent companions for everyone, especially senior people.



Senior dogs are often overlooked in shelters and pounds. Passed over for cute and cuddly puppies, they often do not have a chance and must go to make space for more puppies.



Adopting a senior dog saves a life!
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S KENNEL
Hello my fellow Animal Lovers,
Spring is definitely here – easy to tell by the increased number of animals in the shelters. But I personally think there
are less puppies than previous seasons, so maybe spaying and neutering is having some good effect after all (sure hope
I am right).
A couple of very nice things happened to ARRF in the recent months – called Repeat Adopters. These are adopters
from the past, returning for yet another ARRF fur friend. Sure hope this trend continues! 
One thing I am concerned about is that we are seeing more senior dogs and cats who are homeless, and undoubtedly it
is harder to find the person willing to make them a part of their family. Our editor has provided us with two articles
about adopting senior pets (see pages 6 and 7 in this issue).
Once again, here I am with my plea to you and your acquaintances to give us just a few hours a month by volunteering
– in any capacity. Just let me know, and I will gratefully put you to work!
Wishing everyone a wonderful and safe summer. Send us some new photos of your ARRF CHILD!!
Watch out for those owners leaving pets in cars during hot weather. It doesn’t take long for this situation to turn deadly
for our beloved furry buddies.

WAGGINGLY,

Bernice
President of ARRF

Remember, if you are looking for a volunteer
outlet and love animals, contact Bernice by
email or phone:
resqpets08@cox.net
619.589.9334
The love of animals & some time to give to them
are the only requirements you need!
UPCOMING ARRF ADOPTION EVENTS

PetSmart: (11 am-3 pm — all Saturdays)

Unleashed by Petco: (11-3 — all Sundays)

April 30th (5th Saturday)
May 28th (4th Saturday)
June 25th (4th Saturday)
July 23rd (4th Saturday)
August 27th (4th Saturday

May 15th (3rd Sunday)
June 12th (2nd Sunday)
July 10th (2nd Sunday)
August 14th (2nd Sunday)

Map: http://tinyurl.com/pass9uv
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Map: http://tinyurl.com/p2czr2b
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